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ABSTRACT
We present MUSE observations of the debated ultrafaint stellar system Crater. We spectro-
scopically confirm 26 member stars of this system via radial velocity measurements. We
derive the systematic instrumental velocity uncertainty of MUSE spectra to be 2.27 km s−1.
This new data set increases the confirmed member stars of Crater by a factor of 3. One out
of three bright blue stars and a fainter blue star just above the main-sequence turn-off are
also found to be likely members of the system. The observations reveal that Crater has a sys-
temic radial velocity of vsys = 148.18+1.08−1.15 km s−1, whereas the most likely velocity dispersion
of this system is σv = 2.04+2.19−1.06 km s−1. The total dynamical mass of the system, assuming
dynamical equilibrium is then Mtot = 1.50+4.9−1.2 × 105 M implying a mass-to-light ratio of
M/LV = 8.52+28.0−6.5 M/L, which is consistent with a purely baryonic stellar population
within its errors and no significant evidence for the presence of dark matter was found. We
also find evidence for a velocity gradient in the radial velocity distribution. We conclude that
our findings strongly support that Crater is a faint intermediate-age outer halo globular cluster
and not a dwarf galaxy.
Key words: globular clusters: general: – Galaxy: halo – Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The recent discovery of ultrafaint dwarf spheroidals and extended
star clusters has changed our view on small stellar systems. A
decade ago, globular clusters (GCs) and dwarf galaxies were well
separated in size–luminosity parameter space (Gilmore et al. 2007),
and thus could easily be distinguished from each other. A multitude
of new objects has been gradually filling the gap at the faint end
of the radius–magnitude scaling relation, between dwarf spheroidal
galaxies and star clusters (e.g. Huxor et al. 2005; Willman et al.
2005; Zucker et al. 2006a,b; Belokurov et al. 2007, 2008; Misgeld
& Hilker 2011; McConnachie 2012; Laevens et al. 2015; Martin
et al. 2016b).
With magnitudes of MV > −6 and sizes between 10 and 100 pc
their structural parameters alone do not allow us to infer their nature.
To distinguish the nature of ultrafaint objects, one has to study their
chemical and dynamical properties in greater detail. Some attempts
 E-mail: kvoggel@eso.org
have been made to clarify what a galaxy is apart from its size, e.g.
Willman & Strader (2012), conclude that star formation (SF) that
lasted for hundreds of Myr and the presence of dark matter are the
main discriminators between star clusters and dwarf galaxies in the
boundary region.
For several newly discovered objects in the boundary region,
spectroscopic follow-up observations were carried out to ex-
plore their nature with kinematical data of their stellar popu-
lations (e.g. Kirby, Simon & Cohen 2015; Martin et al. 2015,
2016a).
The dwarf galaxies with the lowest baryon content are expected
to be extremely dark matter dominated and to show highly elevated
mass-to-light ratios (M/LV), whereas GCs seem to be dark matter-
free. While the small sizes of GCs (a few pc compared to the
typically much more extended dwarf spheroidal galaxies) and the
impact of the tidal field of the host galaxy make the detection
of dynamical signatures of dark matter harder, detailed velocity
dispersion profiles of remote outer halo GCs, which are less affected
by Galactic tides, suggest that mass follows light (e.g. Jordi et al.
2009; Frank et al. 2012).
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A MUSE view on the dynamics of Crater 3385
Crater/Laevens I1 is an ultrafaint object, independently discov-
ered by Belokurov et al. (2014) and Laevens et al. (2014) in the
outermost halo of the Milky Way (MW). Before the discovery by
professional astronomers Crater was already identified by the am-
ateur astronomer Pascal Le Duˆ in the 2014 January issue of the
magazine L’Astronomie.2 Belokurov et al. (2014) discovered Crater
in observations from the ESO VST ATLAS survey. According to
their studies, Craters half-light radius is rh = 30 pc and the absolute
magnitude is Mv = −5.5, placing it right at the boundary between
extended star clusters and the faintest dwarf galaxies in terms of size
and magnitude. Crater’s heliocentric distance of 170 kpc locates it
farther than any other previously known MW GC, but well among
dwarf galaxy distances.
The ground-based colour–magnitude diagram of Crater shows
that the majority of the stellar population is old (between 7 and
10 Gyr) and metal-poor, except for a handful of possible lumi-
nous ‘blue loop’ stars. These blue loop stars could be as young as
400 Myr, and if confirmed as members, would indicate a recent
episode of SF. As an extended SF history is a diagnostic of dwarf
galaxies (e.g. Willman & Strader 2012), Belokurov et al. (2014)
concluded this newly discovered object must be a dwarf galaxy.
Simultaneously, this faint object was also discovered in the Pan-
STARRS1 survey by Laevens et al. (2014). They measured a slightly
fainter absolute magnitude of MV = −4.3 ± 0.2 and a slightly
smaller heliocentric distance of 145 ± 17 kpc, which also results
in a smaller half-light radius of rh = 20 ± 2 pc. They conclude
that Crater consists of a stellar population that is 8–10 Gyr old
and metal-poor with −2.3 dex < [Fe/H] < −1.5 dex. In their work
the tentative blue loop stars were detected as well, but they argue
that these are not part of the system. Combined with their slightly
smaller structural parameters they conclude that this object has the
typical properties of a young outer halo GC, and thus classify it as
such naming it Laevens I.
Kirby et al. (2015) presented spectra of 14 potential member stars
of Crater, which were taken with DEIMOS on Keck II. They find a
heliocentric velocity of vsys = 149.3 ± 1.2 km s−1 for the 10 sample
stars that they consider to be member stars. They derive a velocity
dispersion of σv < 4.8 km s−1 at a confidence level of 95 per cent.
Considering the membership status of the tentative blue loop stars,
they find that two of them are not members and a third one is an
ambiguous case. This blue star is within their 2.58 σ radial velocity
membership criterion, but it is excluded as a member based on its
position in the colour–magnitude diagram (CMD). In this work, it
was also concluded that this object is most likely an outer halo GC.
Another attempt to clarify the nature of Crater was performed
by Bonifacio et al. (2015) with X-SHOOTER spectra of two red
giant stars in the system. They derive a radial velocity of V1 =
144.3 ± 4.0 km s−1 for the first and V2 = 134.1 ± 4.0 km s−1 for
the second probed star. They conclude that both stars are probable
members of the stellar system, and that their velocity difference
implies a dispersion of σv > 3.7 km s−1 at 95 per cent confidence
level, if one ignores the errors on the stellar velocities. If these errors
are taken into account, their measurement is, however, consistent
with a velocity dispersion of 0. They determine metallicities of
[Fe/H] = −1.73 dex and [Fe/H] = −1.67 dex for the two stars.
Their spectral and photometric data are consistent with an age of
1 For continuity with other recently published work, we will use Crater as
naming convention for this paper.
2 http://www.cielocean.fr/uploads/images/FichiersPDF/
L-Astronomie-_Janvier2014.pdf
7 Gyr for the majority of Crater’s stellar population, and the blue
stars can be interpreted as a population with the same metallicity
but an age of only 2.2 Gyr. Thus, in this work it was concluded that
Crater is more likely to be a dwarf galaxy.
Recently, a new deep Hubble Space Telescope (HST) photometric
study of the CMD of Crater (Weisz et al. 2016) revealed that its
stellar population is well described by a single age of 7.5 Gyr with
a metallicity of [M/H] ∼ −1.65 dex. Similar to Bonifacio et al.
(2015) they also detect the blue stars just above the main-sequence
turn-off. They conclude that the most likely explanation for this
sparse population are blue stragglers and not an intermediate-age
second generation of stars. This result would imply that Crater is
a GC, although the majority of intermediate-age star clusters are
more metal-rich than Crater.
One outlier to this trend of higher metallicities with ages is Lind-
say 38 in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), an intermediate-age
star cluster that is relatively similar to Crater in size and metallicity.
It has a measured metallicity of −1.6 dex and an age of 6.5 Gyr
(Glatt et al. 2008). Lindsay 38 is also comparable in structural pa-
rameters to Crater. The half-light radius measured by Weisz et al.
(2016) of Crater is rh = 19.4 pc while Lindsay 38 has a half-light
radius of rh = 20.93 pc (Glatt et al. 2009).
The ongoing controversy on the nature of this object, even after
spectroscopic follow-up, shows how unclear and blurry the dis-
tinction between dwarf galaxies and GCs is when we get to the
boundary regions where they are not distinguishable any longer by
their structural parameters. The location of Crater in the outer MW
halo means that the presence of dark matter in this object can be
tested, as the tidal field of the galaxy has a much reduced influence at
such distances, minimizing the tidal effects on the stellar velocities
(Baumgardt, Grebel & Kroupa 2005). With seven times the physical
size of a typical GC and at the largest galactocentric distance of any
GC in the MW halo, it is a unique system to study the formation
and evolution mechanisms of ultrafaint dwarfs or intermediate-age,
extended GCs at low metallicities.
In this paper, we present new radial velocity measurements of
stars in Crater using the new Integral Field Unit (IFU) instrument
MUSE on the Very Large Telescope (VLT). We perform a detailed
study of Craters stellar dynamics by increasing the sample size
of likely member stars to 26. Simultaneously, the IFU data will
allow us to characterize the chemical composition of the system,
by analysing the abundances of absorption features in their spectra.
This analysis of the chemistry of Crater will be published in a second
work on this object. Throughout the paper, we adopt a distance to
Crater of d = 145 kpc, a magnitude of MV = −5.3 and a half-light
radius of rh = 19.4 pc, unless otherwise noted. All these values are
taken from the HST study of Weisz et al. (2016).
2 MUSE O BSERVATI ONS
Crater was observed with MUSE (Bacon et al. 2010) mounted on
UT4 of the VLT, during the night of 2015 March 13, under ESO
programme Nr. 094.D-0880 (PI: Hilker). MUSE is an integral-field
spectrograph with a spatial sampling of 0.2 arcsec and a spectral
resolution between R = 1500 and 3000 along its wavelength cover-
age. We used the nominal mode of MUSE which covers the wave-
length range of 4750–9300 Å. Three (out of four planned) pointings
centred around Crater (RA[J2000] = 11:36:17.965, δ[J2000] =
−10:52:04.80), with 2 × 1400 s each, were observed with the
1 arcmin2 field of view (FOV) of MUSE. Each FOV covers Crater
out to a spatial extent of roughly one half-light radius. Thus, the
three observed pointings cover three quarters of the area within the
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half-light radius of Crater. In each observation, the position angle
(PA) of the spectrograph was rotated by 90◦ after the first 1400 s ex-
posure. A dedicated sky field of 100 s was taken after each observing
block.
2.1 Data reduction process
The MUSE raw data were processed using version 1.0 of the
provided ESO pipeline (Weilbacher et al. 2012). A master-bias,
master-flat-field and a wavelength calibration were generated us-
ing the bias, flat and arc-lamp calibrations taken in the same
night. The wavelength dependent line spread function was obtained
from the calibration files.
Each exposure was bias subtracted and divided by the flat-field.
The generated trace tables and the static geometric calibration, as
well as the wavelength calibration, were then applied to the data
cube. This calibrates the spectra to physical units of wavelength.
The results of each basic reduction were then stored in separate
pixtables, an intermediate product of the pipeline. These were then
processed with the muse_scipost recipe. This recipe applies the on-
sky calibrations to the pixtables. The astrometric calibrations of the
two dimensional positions were applied, the sky was removed and
the flux calibration was carried out in this step. This recipe stores
one fully reduced pixtable for each of our six observations.
The 6 reduced pixtables were then merged into the final data
cube using the MUSE exp_combine recipe of the pipeline. For this
recipe the offsets of each exposure were provided manually, as the
pipeline is not able to correct slight positional offsets automatically
when the observations involve a PA rotation of 90◦. The position
cross-correlations between exposures were provided by fitting the
five brightest point sources in the FOV of each exposure with a
Gaussian function. We then used the weighted mean of the position
offsets as the geometric shifts provided to the pipeline. This recipe
delivered a final three dimensional datacube with the science data
in the first extension of the fits file, and an estimate of the noise
in the second extension. The final MUSE cube, collapsed along its
spectral axis, is shown in Fig. 1.
2.2 Absolute velocity calibration
The wavelength calibration for MUSE cubes is performed directly
by the pipeline using the provided arc-lamp spectra. The pipeline
corrects for systematic wavelength shifts between the arc-lamp lines
and the observed sky lines by using the strong sky lines at 5577 and
6300 Å. This correction is propagated linearly to the rest of the spec-
trum, as to get rid of the wavelength dependency of this correction.
It is unknown how well this linear propagation of the corrections
holds in the Ca triplet wavelength range.
As we use the near-infrared Ca II triplet to measure the radial
velocities, and the velocity calibration of the pipeline was done at
another wavelength range, we perform our own calibration to get rid
of any leftover wavelength dependences of the correction. For this
precise velocity calibration we used a set of bright OH sky lines,
located at the same wavelength range as the Ca II triplet.
For that, we generated a MUSE cube similar to the original
reduction except for not subtracting any sky and turning off the
heliocentric velocity correction. From this cube, we extracted the
same spaxels corresponding to the position of our stars and co-added
them, in the same fashion as was done for the science spectra.
These sky spectra at the positions of our sources are then fitted
with a model of the brightest OH sky lines in that wavelength
range. We brought the model OH spectra to the same resolution
Figure 1. White light image of the final Crater MUSE cube for which all six
observations have been combined. The cube is collapsed along its spectral
axis. The image is oriented with north oriented towards the top and east
towards the left.
as the MUSE spectra. The precise rest-frame wavelengths of the
OH line model was taken from the UVES sky emission catalogue
(Hanuschik 2003). An example of the combined model of 13 OH
lines is shown in blue in the top panel of Fig. 2. As MUSE spectra are
undersampled with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 2.4 Å
and a sampling of 1.25 Å pixel−1 of the spectral axis, our model
includes several sky lines, which are then simultaneously fitted to
the spectra, in order to be not affected by the undersampling of
a single line. Thus, the only free parameter of the final fit is the
wavelength shift.
The velocity calibration of the MUSE spectra can vary from
spaxel-to-spaxel across the entire FOV of the instrument. This vari-
ance of the sky line velocities is plotted in the bottom panel in Fig. 2.
It illustrates why we cannot assume one absolute velocity calibra-
tion for all our stars. The analysis of the separate spaxels of the
sky cube has been done in the same way as outlined above, shifting
the sky model in wavelength direction. Due to the variance across
the FOV, we co-add the spaxels at the position of our sources and
then derive the velocity calibration from those spectra. The velocity
correction factors for the stars have a mean of 〈v〉 = 0.8835 km s−1.
Above we outlined how we estimated the velocity correction fac-
tor. The pattern across the field is of systematic nature caused by
applying a wavelength solution taken during day calibrations at dif-
ferent times/temperatures of the instrument. The measurement and
application of the velocity correction factor assumes implicitly that
the original wavelength solution has no uncertainty in the first place.
However, this is not the case and there are always some deviations
in the wavelength solution, which we need to determine from the
arc-lamp exposure itself. This is the final systematic velocity error
since we took the velocity offsets into account that occur when ap-
plying the wavelength solution to the science data taken at different
conditions.
To constrain the systematic errors we used a MUSE observation
of a neon arc lamp, for which we applied a self-calibration by
reducing it as a science frame. No radial velocity offset needs to be
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A MUSE view on the dynamics of Crater 3387
Figure 2. Top panel: the spectrum of the sky emission lines in the Ca triplet
wavelength region for the co-added spaxels of the position of star 2. The
shifted sky line model is shown in blue. The two shaded regions are excluded
from the fit. Bottom panel: the observed MUSE FOV with a colour coding
for the velocity corrections. The velocity offset is inferred from the sky lines
and determined for each spaxel separately.
taken into account since calibration and data are matched in time
and conditions. This reduced arc-lamp frame was then analysed
using a similar method which was used to measure the final radial
velocities. We use seven lines in the neon spectrum in the same
wavelength range as the NIR Ca II triplet (see top panel Fig. 3). This
neon model is then fitted to the spectra of each of the 314 × 304
spaxels in the MUSE cube. An example for one such fit is given in
the top panel of Fig. 3. The histogram of this procedure is shown
in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. We fitted a Gaussian distribution
to the histogram. The sigma of the Gaussian is σ = 2.27 km s−1.
This width of the distribution of the systematic velocity error is the
intrinsic accuracy of the wavelength solution and also represents the
uncertainty for the velocity correction factor. This error is therefore
our final instrumental velocity uncertainty which is quadratically
added to the error deduced from the signal to noise (S/N) of the
spectra.
2.3 Extraction of stellar spectra
As a first step, we need to extract the spectra of each star from the
three-dimensional cube for further analysis. Within a crowded field,
we have to locate the sources and deblend them if they overlap. To
extract the spectra of a point source in an IFU, we have to select
the spaxels that correspond to a point source and co-add them into
a one-dimensional spectrum. To do this in an optimal way, we have
to take into account that the point spread function (PSF) changes
with wavelength and is smaller at larger wavelengths.
Figure 3. Top panel: the spectrum of the neon arc lamp in the Ca II triplet
wavelength region, for one example spaxel. The fitted arc line model is
shown in red. Bottom panel: the histogram of the arc-lamp velocity mea-
surements in each of the spaxels of the MUSE arc-lamp cube. Overplotted
in red is the best-fitting Gaussian model with a width of σ = 2.27 km s−1
For that, we use the PAMPELMUSE software package (Kamann,
Wisotzki & Roth 2013). This software is optimized to analyse
integral-field spectroscopy data of stellar fields, by modelling the
wavelength dependence of the PSF and then extracting and co-
adding spaxels into one-dimensional spectra. To run PAMPELMUSE,
an input catalogue of source positions and an estimate of their
initial magnitudes is required, for which we used the photometry
of Belokurov et al. (2014). As a first step, PAMPELMUSE identifies
sources from the initial catalogue for which it can extract spectra
and cross-correlates their catalogue positions with the most likely
positions within the MUSE FOV. The results of this correlation are
displayed interactively, and after investigation the user can redo or
accept the positions of the detected point sources.
After a successful position cross-correlation, the pipeline con-
tinues with the actual source selection. Only those sources above
the limiting photometric magnitude, with an S/N>3 and a mini-
mum separation of 0.3 FWHM widths from other bright sources
are extracted as single sources. The faint sources that are below the
S/N ∼ 3 limit are also extracted, and co-added into one combined
‘unresolved’ spectrum.
The extraction of accurate point source spectra from IFS data
cubes including the wavelength dependent size is done by the
CUBEFIT routine in PAMPELMUSE. It fits an analytic Gaussian or
Moffat profile to each wavelength slice of the data cube for the
brightest stars in the FOV. As a Gaussian PSF profile can under-
estimate the wings of the PSF, we chose a Moffat profile for our
modelling.
The wavelength dependent FWHM of the PSF at each slice of
the wavelength range is plotted in Fig. 4 as a black line. It was then
fitted with a Hermite polynomial of seventh order, which is plotted in
blue in Fig. 4. The blue shaded wavelength region is a strong telluric
absorption band. It was excluded from the polynomial fit. In a last
step, PAMPELMUSE stores each extracted one-dimensional spectrum
and the corresponding noise spectrum in a separate fits file that
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Figure 4. FWHM of the PSF for each wavelength slice in the MUSE cube.
The FWHM value was determined using a Moffat fit to the brightest stars
in the field as determined by PAMPELMUSE. In blue a Hermite Polynom of
seventh order fitted to the data is shown. The shaded region is an area of
strong telluric absorption and was excluded from the fit.
can be further analysed. We extracted a total of 41 spectra above
the S/N>3 cut-off and one co-added spectrum of the unresolved
sources. The position, magnitude, and colour of these point sources
are shown in Table A1. We extracted spectra in a magnitude range
from i = 17.3 down to 22.1 mag.
2.4 Radial velocity measurements
We measure the radial velocities using the three strong and promi-
nent absorption lines of the Ca II triplet in the NIR part of the spectra.
These lines at 8498, 8542, and 8662 Å are excellent for determining
the velocity of our stars, as they are strong features that are well
resolved by medium resolution spectroscopy.
We measure the most likely velocities of our stars by using a
model Ca II triplet spectrum at rest wavelength, which is then fit to
the observed spectrum by shifting in radial velocity. The model Ca II
spectrum was constructed using a MILES Ca II spectrum (Cenarro
et al. 2001) with the properties Teff = 4750 K, log(g) = 1.25,
[Fe/H] =−1.7 dex with a spectral sampling of 1.25 Å, and a spectral
resolution FWHM of 2.4 Å, similar to the MUSE instrumental
values. We fitted the full Ca II MILES library to the spectrum of star
2, to determine a best-fitting model. The stellar parameters of the
best-fitting model comparable well to those found for Crater stars in
Bonifacio et al. (2015). The final model spectrum was constructed
by fitting three Gaussian absorption lines to the original MILES
spectra simultaneously, while the centre of the lines was fixed to the
precise velocity of the Ca II features.
To have robust estimates of the velocity errors introduced by the
noise of the spectrum, we ran a Monte Carlo procedure where each
stellar spectrum is resampled 400 times using the uncertainty of the
spectrum. These resampled spectra are then each again fitted with
the model Ca triplet spectrum. The distribution of the determined
radial velocities of each star was then fitted with a Gaussian function
to determine its 1σ error bar. An example of such a Gaussian func-
tion for star number 2 is shown in Fig. 5. The spectra were already
corrected to the heliocentric rest frame by the reduction pipeline,
and they were continuum normalized by dividing them with the
best-fitting third degree polynomial. The polynomial fit was carried
out for each spectrum in the wavelength range between 8350 and
8900 Å. We applied a 2.5σ clipping to our spectra in order to iden-
tify those wavelength regions dominated by continuum emission
(as opposed to absorption lines). We then approximated the contin-
uum by fitting a polynomial. The derived noise uncertainty takes
into account the error introduced by the noise of the spectrum, but
not the error introduced by the systematics of the instrument, the
Figure 5. Top left: continuum normalized spectrum of the Ca II region of star 2. The velocity shifted Ca II template spectrum is shown in blue, and in green
the residuals of the fit are shown (offset by 0.3 for visibility). Top right: same as the left-hand panel but for star 11 which is 2.5 mag fainter than star 2. Bottom
left: the black velocity histogram shows the realization of 400 Monte Carlo trials for star 2, when we added noise to the spectrum and then refitted the template.
The green line is the best-fitting Gaussian, and the red dashed vertical line marks the most likely velocity, derived from the fit to the original spectrum. Bottom
right: same as the left-hand panel but for star 11.
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Figure 6. Position distribution of Crater stars with a measured velocity.
The coloured circles represent the extracted stars, colour coded according to
their radial velocity between 125 and 175 km s−1. Stars that have a measured
velocity below or above the colour coding limits are shown as black points.
The larger the size of the coloured circles, the lower the derived uncertainty
of the velocity measurement. The small grey dots represent all other stars in
the Crater region between 17.0 < Imag < 26.0 from Belokurov et al. (2014).
The shaded region marks the area that was not observed with MUSE.
undersampling or the local fitting process. The precision to which
we can determine velocities with MUSE was determined in Sec-
tion 2.2. Using an arc-lamp frame we found that the error in-
troduced by the systematics, and thus the maximum precision
of velocities derived from our MUSE data, is 2.27 km s−1. As
the error of the noise and the systematic error are indepen-
dent from each other, we quadratically add the systematics and
S/N errors of each extracted spectrum to arrive at a total un-
certainty estimate. The typical uncertainties of our velocities
are in the range of 2.3–5 km s−1 for the brightest stars with
mI < 20.0 and between 5 and 15 km s−1 for the fainter stars. A
complete list of every star, its position, magnitude, colour and radial
velocity is given in Table A1 in the appendix. In Fig. 6, the two-
dimensional position distribution of the stellar velocities is shown.
Stars with a velocity between 125 and 175 km s−1 are colour coded
according to their velocity. Stars with measured velocities outside
this velocity range are plotted in dark black. Photometric measure-
ments of stars in the FOV of Crater from the catalogue of Belokurov
et al. (2014) in the magnitude range 17.0 < Imag < 26.0 are shown as
grey dots. The size of the coloured circles is a representation of their
velocity uncertainty. One visible feature in the spatial distribution
of the stars is the agglomeration of many stars close to the centre of
Crater (marked by the black plus sign) with velocities close to the
systemic velocity of Crater. It is notable that stars located farther
away from Crater show larger differences to the systemic velocity,
but their measurement errors are also larger.
2.5 Comparison to other velocity measurements of crater stars
In this section, we compare our velocity measurements for Crater
stars with the two existing samples in the literature. In Fig. 7, the
radial velocities from the literature are plotted against the values we
measure in this work. In total, five member stars from our sample are
also present in Kirby et al. (2015). Both stars that were measured
in Bonifacio et al. (2015) are present in all three samples (see
Table 1). As is easily visible from the plot, our measurements are
Figure 7. Comparison of stellar radial velocities with existing literature
samples. On the x-axis, our measurements are denoted and on the y-
axis those from the literature. Blue triangles represent the values for the
stars that were also measured in Kirby et al. (2015), and filled orange cir-
cles denote the two stars measured in Bonifacio et al. (2015). The numbers
next to the data points are the identification numbers from our sample (see
Table A1 in the appendix). As there might be a systematic velocity offset in
the Bonifacio sample, we also plot the open orange circles, which are the
shifted Bonifacio velocities. They are shifted in such a way that they have
the same mean velocities as stars 5 and 8 from our data set. Stars 5 and 8
have velocity measurements in all three data sets.
in overall very good agreement with the values given in the Kirby
et al. (2015) sample. Interestingly, for star 7, which is the blue star
with ambiguous membership, the independent measurement and
our value are in excellent agreement. Therefore, it is likely that the
radial velocity of this star is genuinely high.
The two original velocities from the Bonifacio et al. (2015) sam-
ple (filled orange circles Fig. 7) are outliers compared to our mea-
surements. They are systematically lower than our values as well as
those from Kirby et al. (2015). Our velocity of star 5, which is in all
three samples, agrees very well with the Kirby et al. (2015) value,
but not with the Bonifacio et al. (2015) value, which is significantly
lower. This is also true for star 8 from our sample which was also
measured by both previous spectroscopic studies. While the Kirby
et al. (2015) value is consistent with ours, the Bonifacio et al. (2015)
value is a 3σ outlier to both measurements. The radial velocities of
stars that appear in our sample and the literature are summarized in
Table A1.
The large discrepancy of the two Bonifacio et al. values could
also be due to a systematic velocity offset compared to our sample.
Thus, we renormalized the average velocity of both stars to the
average velocity of those stars in our sample (open orange circles
in Fig. 7). While the corrected velocities are now less significant
outliers, the velocity difference between star 5 and 8 of 10 km s−1
remains much larger than the difference of 4 km s−1 in our sample
and 2.5 km s−1 in the Kirby sample.
We also investigated when these observations were taken to de-
termine if this could be radial velocity variations due to a binary
star. Our observations were taken on 2015 March 13, the ones of
Kirby on 2015 March 23 and the ones of Bonifacio on 2015 March
22 (as listed in the ESO Archive). Therefore we can exclude a
real radial velocity variation, as the time delay between the Kirby
et al. and Bonifacio et al. observation is a single day, and the dif-
ference to ours are 9 d. A binary is expected to have radial velocity
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Table 1. Stellar radial velocities compared to those in the literature.
Velocity Index Velocity Index Velocity
this work (Kirby et al.) (Kirby) (Bonifacio et al.) (Bonifacio et al.)
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
2 147.37 ± 2.63 1710 143.6 ± 4.5 – –
5 149.94 ± 2.43 420 149.8 ± 1.5 J113615−105227 144.3 ± 4.0
7 154.17 ± 2.83 399 155.3 ± 1.8 – –
8 145.64 ± 2.40 93 147.2 ± 1.6 J113615−105244 134.1 ± 4.0
19 146.56 ± 8.14 1684 150.9 ± 3.1 – –
Note. This table lists the identifier of our work, the RA and Dec., the radial velocity from our sample and its errors. In column 3 the
identifier from Kirby et al. (2015) is listed, and column 4 lists their velocities with errors. Column 5 and 6 list the respective values
for the two stars from the Bonifacio et al. (2015) sample.
variations on the order of a year. Thus, we conclude that the most
likely velocity of star 8 is consistent with the systemic velocity
of Crater, and it is not a velocity outlier. Hence we suggest that
the 95 per cent confidence level lower velocity dispersion limit of
σ > 3.9 km s−1 by Bonifacio et al. based on the velocities of two
stars only is likely wrong.
3 PRO BA BILITY BA SED A NA LY SIS
O F M E M B E R S H I P
3.1 Membership probability
To determine which stars are members of Crater, we have to dis-
tinguish them from foreground or background contaminants using
our velocity, spatial, and colour information. Instead of making
hard cuts for velocity, position, and CMD values we decided to
follow a probabilistic method to statistically assess which stars are
likely members. We base our method on what has been described in
Collins et al. (2013) who investigated radial velocity measurements
for 18 dwarf galaxies in Andromeda. The probability of each star
to be a member is given as
Pn = Pvel · Pdis, (1)
where Pvel denotes the probability of membership based on the
radial velocity of each star, whereas Pdis is the term that denotes the
probability of membership based on the distance to Crater’s centre.
In contrast to what has been done in Collins et al. (2013), we do not
include a term PCMD which penalizes the probability of stars that
are far from the red giant branch (RGB) of the cluster CMD. This
is done to avoid that the potential blue member stars are penalized,
as they do not lie on the RGB.
The Pdis term of our probability function is based on the known
radial profile of Crater. We model the probability with a normalized
Plummer profile with a half-light radius rh = 0.46 arcmin (Weisz
et al. 2016). The posterior probability term Pdis can be written as
Pdis = 1
π · r2h [1 + (r/rh)2]2
. (2)
The probability term Pvel is determined by assessing how proba-
ble it is that a star is either part of the foreground Galactic contami-
nation or a member of Crater. For this, we use the velocity histogram
of our measured velocities and model a Gaussian to Craters velocity
peak as well as to the foreground distribution. As we have only a
very sparse sampling of the foreground stellar population, we use
the Besanc¸on galaxy model (Robin et al. 2003) to determine the ex-
pected shape of the velocity distribution of the Galactic foreground
at the Galactic longitude and latitude of Crater. We retrieved the
Galactic foreground velocity distribution from the Besanc¸on model
Figure 8. The velocity histogram for all observed stars in the MUSE FOV
is shown in black. The strong peak of stars at v = 148 km s−1 is the systemic
velocity of Crater, which clearly dominates our histogram. There are only
few obvious foreground and background stars. The Besanc¸on foreground
stars are shown as orange histogram. The simultaneous double Gaussian
fit is shown as a blue curve and the results for the Crater population and
foreground population are shown as green and orange Gaussian curves,
respectively.
for a FOV 10 times the size of the MUSE field, then normalize
it to the same area. With this, we ensure to have reliable number
statistics on the foreground distribution. We choose to approxi-
mate the Besanc¸on foreground distribution with a broad Gaussian
model. The central velocity and the width of the foreground dis-
tribution, as derived from the Besanc¸on model, are then used as
fixed parameters of the foreground model when we decompose the
observed data in foreground and Crater component. The systemic
velocity of the Galactic contamination (red histogram in Fig. 8)
is found to be vr,gal = 153.1 km s−1 with a velocity dispersion of
σv,gal = 131.3 km s−1.
The measured velocities (blue histogram in Fig. 8) were then
fitted with the sum of two Gaussians, one for the Crater velocity
and one for the Galactic foreground. Although the Galactic fore-
ground has its central velocity close to the Crater peak velocity,
the level of Galactic contamination of 0.3 stars per velocity bin is
small. The kinematic peak of Crater is clearly visible as a spike at
vr = 148 km s−1 on top of the Galactic foreground. The probability
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Figure 9. Crater CMD with stars for which we have a MUSE spectrum
plotted as coloured points. All other stars are plotted as grey dots. The
stars are colour coded according to their total membership probability. A
Dartmouth isochrone with an age of 7 Gyr and [Fe/H] = −1.7 dex is plotted
as green curve.
of each star to be a member of the Crater system is then given as
Pn,crater = a0,crater · exp
[
− 1
2
(vn − vr,crater)2
σ 2v,crater + v2n,err
]
, (3)
where the fitting of the double Gaussian has found the sys-
temic velocity to be vr,crater = 147.9 km s−1 and a dispersion of
σv,crater = 4.47 km s−1. To calculate the probabilities of member-
ship of the single stars, we also take into account the velocity error
of each single star adding the v2n,err term to the Gaussian. The galactic
foreground component was modelled as
Pn,gal = a0,gal · exp
[
− 1
2
(
vn − vr,gal
σv,gal
)2]
, (4)
where the systemic velocity of the foreground is given as vr,gal =
153.1 km s−1 with a broad width of the Gaussian distribution
of σv,gal = 131.3 km s−1 and a central height of the Gaussian of
a0, gal = 0.38.
With the results from fitting a double Gaussian distribution to our
data, each star can then be assigned a probability Pvel to be a member
of Crater by dividing the probability to be a member of Crater by
the sum of probabilities to belong to the galactic foreground or to
Crater:
Pvel,n = Pn,crater
Pn,crater + Pn,gal . (5)
The assigned membership probabilities for all stars with a MUSE
spectrum are displayed in Fig. 9 as colour coding in the CMD. The
i-band magnitude and g − i colour photometry are based on data
from Belokurov et al. (2014).
In the CMD, it is clearly visible that the probability method
works reasonably well, assigning very low probabilities to clear
non-members in the CMD, e.g. stars offset from the RGB. The
RGB and the red clump are well populated with stars with a high
membership probability. Notably, there are four stars above the
red clump and blue-wards of the RGB, for which three have a
spectrum and thus an assigned probability (CMD area marked with
a black box). These have been noted as a potential intermediate-age
population in Belokurov et al. (2014). The star marked in dark blue
has Pn = 10−17 due to its velocity of v = 222.3 ± 3.67 km s−1 and
is thus a clear non-member. For the two other stars, the case is less
clear. Right next to the non-member star in the box, star 7 is marked
with a lighter shade of blue. It has a membership probability of
Pn = 0.20. This relatively low probability is caused by its spatial
position at one half-light radius from the centre and by the radial
velocity of vr = 154.17 ± 2.8 km s−1 that is a 2σ outlier from the
systemic velocity of Crater. Therefore, it seems possible that this
star with a relative velocity of v = 6.5 km s−1 is bound to Crater.
Considering its position at roughly one half-light radius, 52 arcsec
from the centre, it is also possible that this is an unbound star that was
recently stripped from the system. The third blue star with uncertain
membership is star 13 marked by the yellow point within the black
box in Fig. 9. It has a probability of 64.9 per cent to be a member
of Crater. With its radial velocity of vr = 151.6 ± 4.8 km s−1, it is
consistent within 1σ of Crater’s systemic velocity and its location
at roughly half of the half-light radius makes it likely that it is
a member star. Another notable feature is the blue faint star at
g − i = 0.23, located above the expected main-sequence turn-off
in the expected blue straggler region. Although this is the faintest
star, for which we were still able to extract a spectrum, and thus
its radial velocity measurement has a high uncertainty, it has a very
high membership probability of P = 95 per cent making it a likely
member.
3.2 Likelihood analysis
To determine the systemic velocity and the velocity dispersion of
Crater, we follow the Bayesian maximum likelihood technique as
used in Collins et al. (2013) and established in Martin et al. (2007).
For this, we use the posterior probability of each star being a mem-
ber of Crater as a weight in the likelihood function. To determine
which set of [vr, σ v] parameters maximizes the likelihood function,
we sample a fine grid in parameter space. The 1000 × 1000 grid
covers a range of 0–14 km s−1 for the velocity dispersion and 135–
160 km s−1 for the systemic velocity. The log likelihood function
that we are maximizing can be written as
log(L(vr, σv)) = −
N∑
n=0
[
Pn log σtot + 12Pn
(
vr − vn
σtot
)2
+Pn log(2π)
]
. (6)
Here, N is given by the total number of stars for which we mea-
sured a radial velocity, vn is the radial velocity of each star, and Pn
is the posterior probability of the nth star to be a member. The term
σtot =
√
σ 2v + v2n,err includes the velocity error for each star. With
this way of measuring the intrinsic velocity and dispersion, we can
discriminate the intrinsic velocity dispersion of the object from the
one introduced by the errors of the single velocity measurements.
The errors of the velocity measurements are the quadratically added
S/N errors and the systematic uncertainty of 2.27 km s−1.
4 TH E K I N E M AT I C S O F C R AT E R
4.1 Velocity dispersion and M/L
We applied the previously described maximum likelihood analysis
to our sample stars, using the posterior probabilities from Section 3.1
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Figure 10. Top-left panel: two-dimensional distribution of the normalized likelihood for the grid of systemic velocity and velocity dispersion. The colour
coding of the likelihood ranges from 0.5σ to 3.0σ levels in steps of 0.5 and an additional colour level for 5σ . Top-right panel: the marginalized one-dimensional
likelihood distribution for the systemic velocity of Crater. The most likely value is noted with a solid line, whereas the 1.0σ uncertainty levels are shown as
dashed lines. Lower right panel: the marginalized one-dimensional likelihood distribution of the velocity dispersion. The solid line denotes the most likely
value and the dashed lines mark the 1σ levels.
as weights for the individual stars. We applied a two-dimensional
grid of the systemic velocity vsys and the velocity dispersion σ v to
determine the parameter set that maximizes our likelihood function
L(vr, σv).
The two-dimensional distribution of the normalized likelihood
for the grid of σ v and the systemic velocity vsys is shown in the
left-hand panel of Fig. 10. The coloured sigma contours are the
likelihood levels corresponding to the sigma levels of the systemic
velocity, which has an almost symmetric likelihood distribution.
We use the mean of the lower and upper velocity error, which is
1.11 km s−1 to trace the likelihood levels that correspond to the
noted 0.5σ , 1.0σ , 1.5σ , 2.0σ , 3.0σ and 5.0σ levels. The explicit
likelihood levels that are traced by this method are 0.9641, 0.8640,
0.7196, 0.5571, 0.4009, 0.2682 and 0.0258 in increasing order of
sigma contours. The marginalized one-dimensional likelihood dis-
tributions for both values are shown in the two right-handed panels.
The most likely values are indicated with a vertical line, as well as
their 1σ uncertainties with dashed lines.
The set of values that maximizes the likelihood is given as:
vsys = 148.18+1.07−1.15 km s−1 and σv = 2.04+2.19−1.06 km s−1. We are able
to resolve the velocity dispersion with our full sample and a
dispersion of 0 is excluded with a confidence of almost 2σ at
the lower end. Also we can exclude a velocity dispersion of
σv > 6 km s−1 with 2σ confidence. The larger uncertainty of the
dispersion towards higher values is due to several stars that are
velocity outliers and have medium or low probability to be mem-
bers and thus their contribution to the likelihood function does not
vanish.
We tested how robustly our routine handles velocities with large
uncertainties, of which we have several in our sample. Thus we reran
the determination of the velocity dispersion, limiting our sample to
stars with verr <15, <10 and < 7 km s−1. The systemic velocity and
the dispersion of Crater change only marginally when excluding low
S/N stars. The values are all compatible with the values for the full
sample within their uncertainties. The derived velocity dispersions
and the amount of included stars are
(i) σerr<15 km s−1 = 2.06+2.2−1.06 km s−1 N=35
(ii) σerr<10 km s−1 = 2.06+2.1−1.05 km s−1 N=29
(iii) σerr<7 km s−1 = 2.16+2.5−1.03 km s−1 N=20.
This shows that the determination of our systematic errors and the
S/N errors using Monte Carlo resampling are a reliable estimate
of our uncertainties, as the derived vsys and σ v are stable when
including or excluding low S/N stars.
We reran the same exercise for different membership probability
cut-off limits.
(i) σp≥0.2 = 2.00+2.3−1.03 km s−1 N=33
(ii) σp≥0.5 = 1.43+2.1−0.66 km s−1 N=26.
For the case where we limit our sample to stars with a membership
probability of ≥0.5, we resolve a smaller dispersion but one that
is still consistent within the errors with our other samples. From
the spatial distributions of velocities in Fig. 6, it appears that the
velocity dispersion of the central stars is lower than that of the
outer stars. To test the isotropy of the velocity dispersion, we reran
our Monte Carlo analysis for stars located within a radial distance
of r < 35 arcsec. For the 24 stars in this sample, we derive a
likely systemic velocity of vsys = 147.17+1.3−1.3 km s−1 and a velocity
dispersion of σv = 1.57+3.66−0.54 km s−1. Thus, the velocity dispersion
is lower when only considering the central regions. Still, within the
error bars, the values are largely consistent with the full sample
values.
Assuming Crater is in dynamical equilibrium, we use the formula
for deriving the dynamical mass of stellar dispersion supported
systems of Wolf et al. (2010) to estimate its half-mass:
M1/2 = 4
G
σ 2v · Re. (7)
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Re is the half-light radius of the system, σ v the two-dimensional
velocity dispersion and G the gravitational constant. For Re, we
use the value of 19.4 pc given in Weisz et al. (2016). We derive
a dynamical half-mass of Crater of M1/2 = 7.51+24.7−5.8 × 104 M,
assuming that it is a dispersion supported system in equilibrium.
The M/L ratio of Crater can then be calculated using the half-light
luminosity Lv = 8.8 × 103 L converted from the values given in
Weisz et al. (2016). We derive M/LV = 8.52+28.0−6.5 M/L. For
the second case, when restricting the measurement to the inner
35 arcsec, we derive a mass of M1/2 = 4.45+44.9−2.53 × 104 M which
translates to a M/L ratio of M/LV = 5.05+50.9−2.88 M/L.
The effects of dynamical equilibrium and spherical symmetry
assumptions on the accuracy of the Wolf et al. (2010) mass estimator
was examined recently by Campbell et al. (2016). They find that
there exists no systematic biases, but an intrinsic 25 per cent 1σ
scatter in the masses determined with this estimator. This effect is
mainly due to the unknown 3D distribution of the stellar mass. This
intrinsic scatter can increase the errors on our measurement further.
We use population synthesis models to compare predicted M/L
ratios of a purely baryonic stellar system to the measured M/L of
Crater. These models need the age and metallicity of the cluster
as input parameters. We adopt the best-fitting age of 7.5 Gyr and
a metallicity of [M/H] = −1.66 as derived from HST photometry
in Weisz et al. (2016). For this age and metallicity, the SSP model
of Maraston (2005) predicts M/Lv = 2.2 M/L for a Salpeter
initial mass function (IMF) and M/Lv = 1.5 M/L for a Kroupa
IMF. Both values are clearly lower than what we derive for Crater.
The Salpeter IMF prediction lies within the 1σ uncertainty of the
measured Crater M/L of the full sample, which has a lower limit of
2.17. The Kroupa IMF prediction is a slightly larger outlier. Thus,
we conclude that the measured M/L ratio of Crater is consistent
with M/L predictions for a purely stellar system. Even with the
assumption of a Kroupa mass function, the stellar contribution is
maximized.
Mass functions flatter than Kroupa or Salpeter with correspond-
ingly lower M/L values are still possible (Paust et al. 2010; Sollima,
Bellazzini & Lee 2012). Of course, all of this analysis is based on
the assumption of dynamical equilibrium, which we will investigate
further in the next section. If we just use the sample of stars within
35 arcsec, the prediction for the M/L becomes a bit lower with
5.05, and its lower 1σ level is M/LV = 1.97 M/L, which is in
good agreement with a stellar system following a Salpeter IMF. The
upper limit for the dispersion and thus the M/LV ratio of Crater is
less tightly constrained and reflects the existence of several velocity
outlier stars (such as star 7 with 154 km s−1) with a non-negligible
membership probability.
4.2 Radial distribution of stellar velocities, cluster rotation
and velocity gradient
As the presence of rotational support, tidal distortions or binary
stars can inflate the velocity dispersion significantly, we test our
sample as to whether we can find evidence for such a behaviour.
The distribution of stellar radial velocities as a function of dis-
tance to Crater is shown in Fig. 11. In the top panel, only stars
in the FOV that have a velocity uncertainty of less than 7 km s−1
are included, in the bottom panel all stars for which we measure
velocities are shown. In the top panel, it is visible that most stars
are consistent within the ± 1 σ v shaded area (darkest shade of blue)
of the measured intrinsic dispersion of 2.05 km s−1. There appears
to be a subset of stars at larger and lower velocities whose error
Figure 11. Stars with radial velocities as function of their distance to the
centre of Crater. Shaded regions correspond to the velocity areas within
±1, ±2 and ±3 σ v of the systemic velocity of Crater. The top panel shows
only velocities with verr < 7 km s−1 and the bottom panel shows all stars
with velocities in the displayed range. The black lines in both panels repre-
sent the radial dependence of the escape velocity of the system if we assume
a total dynamical mass of Mtot = 1.5 × 105 M.
bars are not consistent with the 3σ region of the intrinsic velocity
dispersion. The star at the largest radial distance of 55 arcsec is
star 7, one of the potential blue stars of our data set. It is within
2σ of the intrinsic dispersion of the system. The stars with good
velocity measurements in the top panel of Fig. 11 appear to follow
a radial trend towards higher velocities for increasing distance to
Crater. However, this behaviour is not statistically significant, and
we might be biased by the small number statistics of bright stars for
which we have precise velocity measurements.
Our large sample of likely member stars enables us to test also for
potential signatures of rotation in Crater. For this, we plot the stars
and their radial velocities as a function of their PA in Fig. 12. Here,
the position angle is defined as PA = 0 in western direction and as
+90◦ towards the south. Thus, the first 90◦ of the rotation plot are
empty because they lie in the unobserved quadrant. In the top panel,
the PA of all stars in the sample between 130 < vrad < 175 km s−1
are plotted. The plot indicates that there might be a radial velocity
increase with PA. To test if this increase is significant, we used bins
of 30◦ and calculated the weighted mean radial velocity in each bin.
The results are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 12.
The error-weighted mean velocities appear to depend on the PA.
As our data do not cover the full Crater PA, and our velocities have
relatively large errors, it is not possible to draw a firm conclusion
on a rotational amplitude by fitting a sinusoidal curve to the data.
Nevertheless, we see that the weighted mean of the bin at PA = 135◦
is v = 145.44 ± 2.34 km s−1 and at a PA = 345◦ it rises to v =
149.94 ± 2.43 km s−1. Assuming these two values would represent
the amplitude of a rotational support in Crater, the difference of
4.5 km s−1 would imply an rotational amplitude of the order of
2.25 km s−1. To determine if Crater is rotationally supported more
and more precise radial velocities will be necessary. Alternatively,
our data could also indicate that there is a velocity gradient from
the south to the north, which would hint at previous tidal distortions
of Crater’s stellar population.
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Figure 12. Top panel: the velocity of Crater stars as a function of the PA
(0◦ West, +90◦ South). Included are all stars with velocities between 130 <
vrad < 175 km s−1. The dashed horizontal line in both panels indicates the
systemic velocity of Crater. Bottom panel: the weighted mean of the radial
velocities as a function of the PA of the stars. The bin size is 30◦. Note the
different scaling of the y-axis in the two panels.
5 D ISC U SSION
5.1 Dynamical state of crater
The dynamical M/L ratio of Crater is consistent with predictions for
baryonic GC SSP models with a Salpeter IMF within its error bars.
Our derived total dynamical mass is Mtot = 1.50+4.9−1.2 × 105 M
and translates into a M/L ratio of M/LV = 8.52+28.0−6.5 M/L.
This is consistent at the lower limit within 1σ with the M/LV =
2.2 M/L predictions from SSP models of Maraston (2005) for
a stellar system of 7 Gyr.
One explanation for an elevated dynamical M/L ratio can be
anisotropies in the velocity dispersion. Anisotropies such as rota-
tional support or velocity gradients can inflate the observed velocity
dispersion and elevate the M/L ratio. The (though not significant)
hints for rotational support in Crater, as well as the observed de-
pendence of radial velocities on the distance to Crater, suggests that
Crater might not be in dynamical equilibrium.
If we assume that Crater is not in dynamical equilibrium because
it is tidally disturbed, the velocity outlier stars might have been
recently stripped and are thus unbound stars that are still in the
vicinity of Crater. In Ku¨pper, Mieske & Kroupa (2011), it was
suggested that during the phase near the apocentre, tidal debris can
be orbitally compressed and already unbound stars can appear to
be close enough to be bound to the object. Thus, an object affected
by tidal compression can appear dynamically hotter than it actually
is, which will inflate the derived M/L ratios and can mimic the
dynamical effects of a dark matter halo.
Binary blue stragglers and other binary stars can inflate the ve-
locity dispersion of clusters as they are observed at random times
of their orbits (McConnachie & Coˆte´ 2010; Frank et al. 2012). One
faint blue star at I = 22 mag just above the main-sequence turn-off
is a very likely member of Crater and located exactly where we
would expect blue stragglers in the CMD. In addition, its velocity
is consistent with the systemic velocity of Crater. Its location at
the very centre of the cluster at a distance of merely 6 arcsec is
consistent with predictions for blue stragglers to migrate towards
the cluster centre over time (Ferraro et al. 2012).
In Milone et al. (2012), it was found that lower mass and less
concentrated GCs have on average a higher binary fraction. This
is attributed to the fact that dense stellar environments are more
efficient in destroying binaries. As Crater has a low stellar con-
tent and is extended it should have a higher binary fraction than
higher mass clusters. Assuming that Crater formed with its size
and mass this means that we expect a high fraction of binaries in
its stellar population that can then increase our velocity dispersion
measurement.
In Frank et al. (2012), the effect of binaries on the measured
velocity dispersion was simulated for the low-mass GC Pal 4. They
conclude that a high binary fraction in a low-mass clusters can
result in estimating too high dynamical masses for a given cluster.
They suggest that the velocity dispersion can be overestimated by
20 per cent assuming a high binary fraction within the cluster.
Crater’s M/L ratio is not in agreement with what we expect for a
dwarf galaxy of this mass, having M/L ratios of >100. At face value,
Craters M/L ratio could nevertheless be interpreted as presence of
dark matter. As we will discuss later, most arguments are in favour
of Crater being a GC, and the existence of dark matter in GCs has
not been proven so far, although it was proposed several times in
the past (e.g. Peebles 1984; Padoan, Jimenez & Jones 1997).
Another explanation for the elevated dynamical mass of Crater
might be that its dynamics does not follow Newton’s laws but is
non-Newtonian. In the case of MOdified Newtonian Dynamics
(MOND; Milgrom 1983) one would expect a velocity dispersion
of 2.2 km s−1, which is in good agreement with our measured
value. The MONDian velocity dispersion was calculated using
equation (6) in Baumgardt et al. (2005), assuming that the clus-
ter is in the deep MOND regime and that the internal acceleration
dominates over the external one. We note, however, that other sim-
ilarly remote clusters located in the low acceleration regime, like
Pal 14, Pal 4, and NGC 2419, do not show evidence for MONDian
dynamics (Jordi et al. 2009; Ibata et al. 2011; Frank et al. 2012).
In Baumgardt et al. (2010), two distinct populations of outer halo
MW star clusters were identified based on to which extent they fill
their Jacobi radius rJ in comparison to their half-mass radius rh.
On the one hand, there is a group of compact, tidally underfilling
clusters with rh/rJ < 0.05. On the other hand, there exists a second
population of tidally filling clusters 0.1 < rh/rJ < 0.3 that are likely
in the stage of dissolution. Thus, we can use this estimator to test
if Crater is a dissolving GC. We use equation (1) from Baumgardt
et al. (2010) to determine the Jacobi radius:
rJ =
(
GMc
2 · V 2G
)1/3
R
2/3
GC . (8)
We use a dynamical total mass of Mtot = 1.5 × 105 M as the
cluster mass, VG = 220 km s−1 as circular velocity of the MW, and
a Galactocentric distance for Crater of d = 145 kpc (taken from
Weisz et al. 2016). Using a deprojected radius of rh = 1.33 · rhalflight
as defined in Baumgardt et al. (2010), we derive a ratio of rt/rJ =
0.114. This is consistent with a dissolving GC in the tidally filling
regime. Due to its unusual metallicity, age, and distance, it has
been already speculated that Crater formed as GC of another dwarf
galaxy that was then accreted on to the MW. In this scenario, Crater
must have already been subjected to strong tidal forces during a
pericentre passage in order to be efficiently stripped from its parent
dwarf galaxy, and thus might currently be in the phase of dissolution.
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5.2 Is Crater a former member of a dwarf galaxy?
It was noted by Belokurov et al. (2014) that Crater is aligned on
a common great circle with Leo IV and Leo V, which also have
comparable radial velocities. Thus a potential association of Crater
with Leo IV and Leo V, with a common origin of these objects,
has been suggested. Recently, a new dwarf galaxy, Crater II, was
discovered in the vicinity of Crater, aligned with the same great
circle as the other three objects (Torrealba et al. 2016). This dwarf
galaxy is very extended, Re = 1.1 kpc, considering its relatively
faint magnitude of Mv = −8. Its apparent angular separation from
Crater is only ∼8◦, which is equivalent to a distance of 20 kpc at a
distance of 145 kpc. In addition, the derived metallicity of −1.7 dex
for the Crater II dwarf from Torrealba et al. (2016) is consistent with
the values derived for Crater, giving further reason to speculate that
Crater 2 is the dwarf galaxy that has potentially hosted Crater, and
what we see now are the leftovers of a satellite group that forms a
narrow tidal debris stream.
The hypothesis that Crater was stripped from a dwarf galaxy
is further supported by the existence of extended GCs in other
dwarf galaxies (e.g. Da Costa et al. 2009; Georgiev et al. 2009), in
addition to their presence in the outer MW and M31 (e.g. Huxor
et al. 2005). The extended cluster in the dwarf elliptical Sc22 in
the Sculptor group has a half-light radius of 22 pc making it one
of the largest known GCs that is associated with a dwarf galaxy
(Da Costa et al. 2009). In addition, its metallicity was found to be
[Fe/H] = −1.7 dex making it similarly metal-poor as Crater. In this
work, it is suggested that GCs in dwarf galaxies can form in two
modes, one ‘normal’ mode and an extended mode with half-light
radii of larger than 10 pc. It is suggested that an environment with
low stellar density is the requirement for the formation of clusters in
the extended mode, which supports the view that Crater originated
in another dwarf galaxy and has been stripped from it.
5.3 Crater among MW halo GCs and dwarf galaxies
In the MW halo, GCs that are at larger galactocentric distances than
100 kpc are extremely rare. Only six MW GCs can be found further
out than 50 kpc, and of those two lie at distances larger than 100 kpc
(Harris 1996). The population of GCs in the outer MW halo is on
average younger and has a lower central stellar density than the inner
halo GCs (Dotter et al. 2010). But among those ‘young’ outer halo
GCs, with an age of 7 Gyr, Crater is still considerably younger than
any other GC at galactocentric distances larger than 100 kpc, which
all have ages of 10 Gyr or larger. Several authors have suggested
that these young outer halo GCs were accreted on to the MW
along with their dwarf galaxy hosts, whereas the inner GCs formed
via direct early collapse of the inner halo (Coˆte´ et al. 2000; Lee,
Gim & Casetti-Dinescu 2007; Forbes & Bridges 2010). As already
mentioned, it was suggested in Weisz et al. (2016) that Crater was
accreted on to the Milky Way as a GC within a dwarf galaxy, from
which it was later stripped, consistent with the proposed origin of
the other outer halo GCs.
While Crater’s M/L is elevated compared to models of a purely
baryonic stellar system, there are cases in the literature where higher
dynamical M/L ratios were derived for objects that are clearly GCs
and not dwarf galaxies. One comparable object is the GC NGC 2257
in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), which has a high dynamical
M/L ratio of 10.4 (McLaughlin & van der Marel 2005), similar
to what we measure for Crater. This GC was also measured to be
metal-poor with [Fe/H] = −1.59 dex. This is comparable to what
we measure for Crater. The reason for the elevated M/L ratio of
NGC 2257 is still unknown.
Another intriguing cluster that exhibits similar properties as
Crater is Lindsay 38 (Glatt et al. 2008), one of the most remote
clusters of the SMC with a distance of 68 kpc to the SMC. With
an age of 6.5 Gyr and a metallicity of [Fe/H] = −1.59 dex, it is an
intermediate-age and metal-poor cluster. Its remote distance, size,
age and metallicity are all similar to Crater’s properties.
The most similar objects to Crater are thus the intermediate-age
extended clusters of the LMC/SMC. Therefore, the possibility that
Crater was formed as a member of the LMC/SMC and later stripped
from them appears also like a viable formation channel. Crater’s
position in the all-sky plot is close enough to the LMC-SMC orbit
to be in principle consistent with a stripping scenario (see e.g. fig. 1;
Pawlowski, McGaugh & Jerjen 2015). Nevertheless, the LMC-SMC
orbit is oriented among the Vast Polar Structure of satellite galaxies
of the MW, and thus we expect many satellite objects to be aligned
with this plane. Crater’s true, deprojected position is ∼150 kpc
away from the LMC, which makes a stripping origin from the
LMC relatively unlikely if we assume the LMC is only on its first
perigalactic passage (e.g. Besla et al. 2007; Kallivayalil et al. 2013).
In Jethwa, Erkal & Belokurov (2016), the distribution of the
satellites of the Magellanic Clouds was modelled dynamically. In
their likelihood distribution, Crater would be located just at the bor-
der of their projected satellite likelihood distribution. Thus Craters
position is consistent with this model, although the probability is
relatively low. Deason et al. (2015) use dark matter simulations
to predict the fraction of MW satellites at a certain distance that
were once satellites bound to the LMC. According to their simula-
tions, the fraction of satellites that were bound to the LMC would
amount to ∼10 per cent at a present-day distance of 150 kpc. In
summary, current models of the LMC-SMC satellite distributions
cannot exclude that Crater originated from either LMC or SMC,
but dynamical models predict a low probability for an LMC-SMC
origin of Crater. However, until proper motion measurements will
be conducted, no firm conclusions can be reached on its connection
to the Magellanic System.
6 SU M M A RY
Our MUSE observations of Crater revealed that it has a systemic
radial velocity of vsys = 148.18+1.08−1.15 km s−1. Its most likely veloc-
ity dispersion is σv = 2.04+2.19−1.06 km s−1, which leads to a total dy-
namical mass of the system, assuming dynamical equilibrium, of
Mtot = 1.50+4.9−1.2 × 105 M. This dynamical mass implies a M/L ra-
tio of M/LV = 8.52+28.0−6.5 M/L, which is consistent with a purely
baryonic stellar population within its errors and no significant evi-
dence for the presence of dark matter is found.
We conclude that our MUSE results, as well as the results of
the other recent work on Crater (Kirby et al. 2015; Weisz et al.
2016), all strongly support Crater to be a GC and not a dwarf
galaxy. Especially the deep, high-quality CMD of Weisz et al.
(2016) shows no evidence of more recent SF. Our spectroscopy
excludes membership of two of the luminous blue stars, and the
data as well as the position of the third blue star make its mem-
bership quite unlikely. Even if this blue star were a genuine mem-
ber, it is difficult to explain why there would be only one clearly
identifiable, luminous star left over from a more recent episode
of SF. The comparatively young age of Crater makes it a direct
counterpart of the intermediate-age clusters in the SMC, many
of which are located at large distances from the SMC’s centre
and could be stripped relatively easily from the SMC during an
interaction.
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The young age – with no obvious presence of an old population
– is another argument against a dwarf galaxy. All dwarf galaxies
that are sufficiently close to be resolved into stars have been found
to contain old populations, without exception (Grebel & Gallagher
2004). The ultrafaint dwarf spheroidals may have had their SF
truncated by reionization and never recovered their gas to undergo
more recent SF. Assuming that Crater formed as an isolated dwarf
galaxy, the question remains, how such a low-mass object would
have managed to avoid SF at early times and to have been able to
retain its gas to have only one single burst of SF 7 Gyr ago, well
after reionization? In addition, its dynamical M/L is much lower
than that of any other dSph of that luminosity (e.g. McConnachie
2012). Although these are not definitive exclusion arguments, they
show that, if Crater had formed as a genuine dwarf galaxy, it would
defy our understanding of dSphs and of dwarf galaxies in gen-
eral. Thus, we conclude that our findings strongly support that
Crater is a faint intermediate-age outer halo GC and not a dwarf
galaxy.
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A P P E N D I X A : TA B L E O F A NA LY S E D S TA R S
Table A1. Radial velocities of extracted stars.
Index RA (J2000) Dec.(J2000) Imag (g − i) Radial velocity Membership probability
(mag) (mag) (km s−1)
2 174.069 63 −10.879 207 17.34 1.70 147.37 ± 2.63 0.86
3 174.064 43 −10.869 809 17.44 2.63 − 26.43 ± 2.33 0.00
4 174.055 41 −10.863 862 17.82 2.44 0.58 ± 2.41 0.00
5 174.058 49 −10.873 851 18.56 1.26 149.94 ± 2.43 0.50
6 174.072 54 −10.879 141 19.08 0.31 222.26 ± 3.67 0.00
7 174.082 16 −10.876 634 19.13 0.40 154.17 ± 2.83 0.20
8 174.066 98 −10.878 484 18.94 1.11 145.64 ± 2.40 0.95
9 174.066 40 −10.889 202 18.98 2.15 110.56 ± 4.30 2.65e-05
10 174.071 03 −10.876 154 19.60 0.97 145.76 ± 2.68 0.78
11 174.068 69 −10.878 836 19.86 0.92 144.74 ± 3.92 0.91
12 174.071 32 −10.886 548 19.70 2.14 − 73.73 ± 48.77 1.9e-4
13 174.062 78 −10.872 687 20.24 0.63 151.56 ± 4.83 0.65
14 174.069 96 −10.871 523 20.41 0.85 154.11 ± 5.14 0.59
15 174.068 62 −10.869 076 20.46 0.87 151.86 ± 3.92 0.48
17 174.070 26 −10.876 373 20.71 0.76 151.75 ± 4.62 0.81
18 174.062 20 −10.870 687 20.79 0.67 136.40 ± 5.43 0.51
19 174.078 04 −10.880 047 20.77 0.82 146.56 ± 8.14 0.36
20 174.075 86 −10.872 134 20.78 0.82 171.85 ± 7.37 0.11
21 174.071 29 −10.871 307 20.79 0.82 149.99 ± 6.27 0.55
22 174.065 18 −10.876 647 20.91 0.57 162.10 ± 15.91 0.89
23 174.061 43 −10.871 692 20.95 0.55 169.97 ± 12.53 0.50
24 174.061 55 −10.869 075 20.96 0.59 130.26 ± 11.89 0.41
25 174.080 91 −10.880 816 20.95 0.62 142.80 ± 8.40 0.24
26 174.068 90 −10.872 272 21.01 0.64 160.83 ± 7.26 0.62
27 174.069 19 −10.877 074 21.01 0.65 146.75 ± 4.66 0.89
28 174.059 27 −10.866 367 21.00 0.64 133.17 ± 14.59 0.26
29 174.069 88 −10.876 175 21.07 0.58 133.64 ± 6.42 0.79
30 174.068 78 −10.874 268 21.11 0.58 145.61 ± 9.94 0.81
33 174.062 38 −10.873 799 21.23 0.72 159.49 ± 8.57 0.67
34 174.067 09 −10.877 142 21.30 0.72 135.83 ± 6.17 0.91
35 174.070 98 −10.882 941 21.32 0.76 131.20 ± 7.12 0.60
36 174.070 60 −10.881 660 21.32 0.84 141.87 ± 10.09 0.73
37 174.064 29 −10.875 020 21.46 0.65 199.18 ± 28.65 0.75
38 174.067 59 −10.876 072 21.57 0.63 136.73 ± 7.42 0.89
39 174.068 18 −10.876 399 21.89 0.57 159.09 ± 6.91 0.84
40 174.068 47 −10.876 633 21.90 0.61 143.17 ± 6.72 0.91
47 174.070 33 −10.870 255 21.50 1.30 − 131.02 ± 10.62 0.00
48 174.066 35 −10.877 323 22.20 0.23 146.44 ± 22.87 0.95
49 174.066 53 −10.876 920 22.06 0.51 142.49 ± 9.17 0.94
50 174.068 11 −10.873 349 22.09 0.57 176.90 ± 20.49 0.71
51 174.078 68 −10.877 564 22.00 0.81 178.90 ± 11.70 0.15
Note. This table lists the identifier, the R.A. and DEC, the I magnitude any g − i colour form Belokurov et al. 2014 and the radial
velocity and its uncertainty. The last column gives the membership probability for each star calculated according to equation (1).
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